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Outline

Intro: Brain network oscillations
Analysis Framework

Brain oscillatory network activity in

§ perceptual decision-making (EEG) 

§ epileptic seizures (iEEG)

§ stroke and recovery (fMRI)



Intro: Brain network activity and Analysis framework



ØStructure:  highly interconnected neurons across the brain
ØDynamics: neuronal oscillations and interactions
ØFunctions:  due to coordinated (network) activity of multiple neural systems (nodes)

(adapted from Varela et. al., 2001)

Brain is a self-organizing dynamical system with billions of neurons  (‘oscillators’), 
each with thousands of synaptic connections with its surroundings.  Brain 
functions, e.g. cognitive moments,  rely on neural oscillations, interactions and 
synchrony. 

Neural Oscillations and Brain Functions 



delta (1- 4Hz), theta (4–8Hz), alpha  (8-13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), gamma (30–70 Hz) 
Po
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Common classic EEG frequencies
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(Bastos, Vezoli and Fries, “Communication through coherence with inter-areal delays”, 
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 31, 173–180 (2015))

McAfee, Liu, Dhamala and Heck, “Thalamocortical communication in the awake mouse visual 
system involves phase synchronization … ”,  Frontiers in Neuroscience 12, 837 (2018)

Inter-areal non-zero lag synchrony and modified CTC hypothesis



Network/Activity Flow
• which way? 
• how strong? 
• how often?
(with spectral interdependency methods, 
e.g. coherence and Granger causality)
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Analysis Framework: Time Series to Network Activity
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(from Thorpe & Thorpe, Science, 2001)
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v How are these regions bound together during tactile stimulation and perception? 

Touch sensation, perception and decisions



Metal plate = 20mm *20 mm 
Bump height = 0.64 mm;

Central offset distance = 1.94 mm

EEG Recordings

Right index 
finger

EEG study of spatial acuity discrimination



Task

EEG Location Map

Average response (ERPs)

Brain source activity during touch

o15 participants
oEEG trials >200/participant
oBehavioral performance > 70% accuracy

Spatial acuity discrimination and brain response



v SI (primary somatosensory cortex): 
accumulation and processing of 
sensory information 

v LOC (lateral occipital complex):  
associated with visualizing tactile 
stimulus features

v pIPS (posterior intraparietal sulcus): 
tactile perception and spatial 
attention

v DLPFC (Dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex): storage of sensory 
information in working memory until 
a motor response is generated 
Consistent with various studies included in review 
paper “Pleger and Villringer, Prog. Neurobiol. , 2013”.

tim
e

40-50 ms

118-132 ms

150-170 ms

160-210 ms

Temporal evolution of cortical source activities



Spectral Analysis (Power, Coherence 
and Granger Causality Spectra) 

(Dhamala, et. al., Neuroimage, 2008)

Single-trial source signals

~15 Hz Beta-Band 
~80 Hz Gamma-Band

² Power: synchrony of underlying neural 
system within a region

² Coherence: inter-areal synchrony
² Granger causality: causal influence from a            

region to another region
² beta gamma

Node and Network Activity



v The causal flow at ~15 Hz is dominantly feedforward: directed from SI to LOC, and 
pIPS to DLPFC. 

R1= SI

R2 = LOC

R3 = pIPS

R4 = dlPFC

Beta-band (12-30 Hz) network



v The dominant beta-band causal flow pattern is similar to the activation flow.

v Beta network may be involved in accumulating and relaying the incoming sensory 
information to form perception and finally to generate an action plan.

Causal Flow                                                                  Activation Flow

Beta-band (13-30 Hz) network and flow of cortical activities



v The ~80 Hz gamma-band network centered on prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is 
top-down (feedback) and recurrent. 

v It may be involved in attention selection for relevant sensory information 
and continuous updates. 

Gamma-band ( 30-100 Hz) network



Granger causality Coherence
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Figure S8: Gamma coherence (pIPS – dlPFC) during trials with correct and incorrect 
responses 
 
VII. Brain-behavior correlation 
 

Here, we include all the results (significant and not significant) trying to establish 

brain and behavior relationship. We looked at the relationship between the brain and 

behavior from the task performance accuracy and network activity (coherence and Granger 

causality). Source waveforms were collected both for correct and incorrect response trials 

from all network nodes and were used to compute the coherence and the causality spectra 

across subjects. We computed coherence and Granger causality values separately for both 

beta and gamma bands from each participant to examine the relationship between behavioral 

pIPS – dlPFC

Brain-behavior relation



Oscillatory network activity in visual perceptual 
decision-making

Bhim Adhikari Bidhan LamichhaneGanesh Chand

(Lamichhane and Dhamala, Brain Connectivity (2015);
Lamichhane, Adhikari and Dhamala, Brain Connectivity (2016);
Chand and Dhamala, NeuroImage (2016);
Chand and Dhamala, NeuroImage (2017))



1. face or house?                            2. sync or not?       

3. happy or angry?                        4. left or right motion?       

Four perceptual decision-making tasks



Face-house categorization task (Noisy > Clear, N = 33, p < 0.05 (FWE))

Synchrony-asynchrony task (Audio-visual > Audio+Visual, N = 33, p < 0.05 (FWE))

Salience Network (SN)         Central Executive Network (CEN)                
(Lamichhane, Adhikari and Dhamala, Brain Connectivity (2016))

Brain fMRI activity associated with perceptual decisions



(Uddin, 2015; Menon & Uddin, 2010; Sridharan, et al., 2008)

Salience network is a mediator for DMN and CEN 



Behavior: Response time was longer for 
AV asynchrony.  

Salience Network in Audio-Visual Sync/Async Experiment



Red arrow: increased connectivity
in asynchrony  

(Lamichhane and Dhamala, Brain Connectivity (2015))

Effective connectivity within salience network: DCM analysis



Stimuli Task paradigm

EEG sources

EEG experiment and EEG sources

EEG  from N = 26



TF1: 0-75 ms;  TF2: 75-150 ms; TF3: 150-225 ms; TF4: 225-300 ms

(Chand and Dhamala, NeuroImage (2016))

Salience network (aCIN) most active within 75 – 150 ms



Power Spectra at the key nodes of aCIN and FPN



Where S is spectral power, H is transfer function, and ∑ is noise
covariance. The value of Granger causality (M) ranges from 0 to +∞.

For ‘N’ EEG-sources, the frequency-specific Granger causal outflow
(F) at a node i can be defined as:

∑F N M M= 1
− 1 ( − )i

j

N

i j j i→ →
(2)

Here, we have three nodes of aCIN and two nodes of FPN so j can
be 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. If we assign, for example, the R AI = 1 (first node),
DACC = 2 (second node), L AI = 3 (third node), DLPFC = 4 (fourth
node), and PPC = 5 (fifth node) then Granger causal outflow of the R AI
is F1 = [(M1– > 2 – M2–> 1) + (M1–> 3 – M3–> 1) + (M1–> 4 – M4– > 1) +
(M1–> 5 – M5–> 1)]/4, where M1– > 2 is Granger causality from the first
node to second node, and M2– > 1 is Granger causality from the second
node to first node. Similarly, we compute Granger causal outflows of
the DACC, L AI, DLPFC, and PPC nodes.

The spectral power was computed using the parametric spectral
approach (Chand and Dhamala, 2014; Dhamala et al., 2008a; Dhamala
et al., 2008b) from the source waveforms of aCIN and FPN nodes in
two consecutive timeframes: 25 ms to 225 ms and 225 ms to 425 ms.
Model order (= 4) was selected by comparing the spectral power from
both parametric and nonparametric approaches (Dhamala et al.,
2008a) at different model orders and by picking the model order that
gave the lowest power difference between two approaches. The Granger
causality was computed from source waveforms of the nodes. We also
computed Granger causality spectra using a sliding time window
approach (Cui et al., 2008; Ding et al., 2000), and further calculated
outflow to cross validate our results.

Results

Behavioral results

The overall accuracy percent is defined as the ratio of the number of
correctly responded trials to the total number of presented trials

multiplied by hundred. The accuracy percent was significantly higher
for 0% noise compared with that of 40% and 55% noises. The average
response times for 0%, 40%, and 55% noisy stimuli were 434.02 ms,
484.28 ms, and 565.70 ms, respectively. We limited our analysis
(electrophysiological results below) within 425 ms to exclude the
possibility of finger movement related artifacts during the response
period. The comparison between noise levels were assessed using
Wilcoxon rank sum followed by (false discovery rate) correction (see
Fig. 2).

Electrophysiological results

Event related potentials (ERPs)
Average ERPs for correct responses were computed to examine the

ERP features over occipital-temporal electrodes (Fig. 3). We found first
negative peak at ~170 ms, often known as N170-component as in
previous studies of face perception (Nguyen et al., 2014; Rousselet
et al., 2008). The ERPs over the right occipital-temporal channels (P6,
P8 and PO8) and the left occipital-temporal channels (P5, P7 and PO7)
showed relatively right and left lateralized activity for faces and houses,
respectively. ERPs for faces are relatively higher than those for houses.

Temporal evolution of the aCIN and the FPN nodes
The average ERPs for correct responses were used for the LORETA

(Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994) to obtain the cortically localized sources
of the aCIN and FPN. Fig. 4 shows the locations of peak source activity
in the first row and the locations and orientations of fitted dipoles in
the second row.

The activation in the nodes of aCIN started at ~76 ms after
stimulus-onset. Maximum peak activation occurred at ~84 ms in the
R AI and L AI, followed by peak activation in the DACC at ~98 ms.
Dominant activation occurred in the right PPC at ~74 ms, and in the
left DLPFC at ~224 ms. Beside those nodes, we also observed activa-
tion in the visual area (V1) at ~60 ms, and in the ventral temporal
cortex–fusiform face area (FFA) and para-hippocampal place area
(PPA)–at ~160 ms (Fig S7). Table 1 lists the ERP source locations,

Fig. 4. Spatiotemporal profiles of peak source-level brain activity at the nodes of anterior cingulate-insula network (aCIN) and fronto-parietal network (FPN). The first row shows peak
source-level brain activity over the right anterior insula (R AI) and left anterior insula (L AI) at ~84 ms, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (DACC) at ~98 ms, posterior parietal cortex
(PPC) at ~74 ms and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) at ~224 ms, and the second row shows fitted dipoles on those nodes.

G.B. Chand, M. Dhamala NeuroImage 152 (2017) 381–389

384

(Chand and Dhamala, NeuroImage (2017))

GC Spectra between 
aCIN and FPN



Perceptual
decision-making

Visual domain
Siegel et al., Front. 

Neurosci., 2011
Chand and Dhamala, 

NeuroImage, 2016; 2017

Auditory-visual 
domain

Hipp et al., Neuron, 2011

Beta (~20 Hz) 
and

Gamma 
(~80Hz) 

Oscillations
Somatosensory

domain
Adhikari, et al., 

Neuroimage, 2014

Unified principles of network oscillations during
perceptual decision-making



Oscillatory network activity in human epilepsy (iEEG)
² B. Adhikari, C. Epstein, M. Dhamala, “Localizing epileptic seizures with Granger causality”, 

Physical Review E 88, 030701 (Rapid Communications)  (2013).

² C. Epstein, B. Adhikari, R. Gross, J. Willie, M. Dhamala, “High-frequency Granger causality in 

analysis of intracranial EEG and in surgical decision-making”, Epilepsia 55, 2038 (2014).   
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q seizure: abnormal, uncontrollable electrical discharges in the 
brain that cause a change in awareness, sensation and/or motor 
behavior (often spasms and convulsions). 

q epilepsy: a medical condition in which a person has ( > 2) 
recurrent seizures under normal environmental condition.

q epileptic seizures: often referred 
as “electrical storms” in the brain”;
activity can reach over 500 Hz;
activity propagates over the brain-
network phenomena.

Seizure and Epilepsy



n epilepsy: about > 50 million people worldwide (WHO, 2016) 

n drug-resistant epilepsy: ~30% of the patients; many of these 
patients become candidates for pre-surgical evaluation and 
epilepsy surgery once “onset site” is identified

n epilepsy surgery:  ~ 40% cure rate

portion of the brain removed
(from www.epilepsy.com)

Epileptic seizures: occurrence and surgery



Trying to figure out where seizures begin in these patients, 
neurosurgeons put in A LOT of intracranial electrodes



Where and when does it start?
Can high-frequency network activity help?   

Too often seizures end up looking like this:



High-frequency oscillations in epilepsy



Retrospective patients:  
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Apparent ictal onset was in a posterior hippocampal strip, 

just prior to activity in an anterior temporal depth electrode. 

Retrospective case 1:  







1. There was strong unidirectional GC.

2. GC was present at very high frequencies that we 
could not even see, at a time when no visible ictal 
activity of any kind was present in the causal 
electrode.

3. The GC result was NOT consistent with the 
clinical visual criteria for ictal onset. 

This case really grabbed our interest!



IEEG recordings from another patient



A

B

C

a1

a2

A
B

C
b2

b1

outflow = a1 + a2

Inflow = b1 + b2

OF = Outflow – Inflow

High-frequency network activity in epileptic seizures



High-frequency Network Activity Flow in Another Patient



In all 8 retrospective patients, high-frequency network activity 
(up to 250 Hz) appeared on the average of 6.3 sec before any 
visible ictal activity. 

Causal outflow differences between ictal and preictal periods 



Prospective Patients
(iEEG sampling at 1k Hz)  



iEEG seizure onset was consistent with right temporal strip 
electrodes, except for a single lonely electrode far away in the 
right occipital grid.

Prospective case 1: (R lateral view) 



Prospective Case 1 



Doctors would not operate on both places at once, and preferred B-C, not A



Prospective Case 1 

v occipital electrode was a follower, not a leader



Partly based on Granger causality results, this 
patient had only a standard right temporal lobectomy.

The patient remains seizure free and was back at 
work a year later.



Prospective case 2







This patient also had a standard right temporal 
lobectomy, instead of the additional intracranial 
electrodes or extensive posterior temporal-
parietal resection that had been proposed. 

This patient also became seizure free with a few 
initial auras.



Oscillatory network activity in stroke and its recovery (rfMRI)
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Permutation threshold

Seven significant 
connections for able-
bodied participants:

A. LM1 to SMA
B. RPMC to SMA
C. RPMC to LM1
D. SMA to LM1
E. SMA to RM1
F. SMA to LPMC
G. SMA to RPMC

Resting State Connectivity: Able-bodied versus Stroke 
Survivors



MP: Mental Practice; MP+PT: Mental Practice combined with Physical Therapy

Resting State Connectivity: MP versus MP + PT



Behavioral and Brain Changes in MP and MP + PT



ü Perceptual decision-making: perceptual decisions mediated by beta 
(~15 Hz) and gamma (~80Hz) network oscillations. The findings 
contribute to unifying principles of network oscillations across several 
sensory domains in perceptual decision-making. 

ü Epilepsy and seizures:  high-frequency (>80 Hz) network activity 
occurs at the onset of epileptic seizures. The network source activity 
can be used to localize the onset of epileptic seizures in time and 
space. 

ü Stroke and recovery: infra-slow frequency (0.04 – 0.08 Hz) brain 
network changes occur in stroke recovery. Network information flow 
shows a potential to be used for evaluating rehabilitation (e. g. mental 
practice versus mental practice and physical therapy).  

Main Conclusions
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